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Edit Share Books Leviathan Behemoth Goliath Manual for Aeronautics Leviathan Map Quote of the moment You have a certain swagger about you, I guess. And you're not bad looking, to be sure. Alek, Behemoth Refresh for a new quote. To add a new quote, click here. How to help If you know anything about wikia and the Leviathan series, feel free to help
and add information. To help, create one of the pages that is most needed, or help add information to the article in 2017. Most of the existing articles also need important information added, or to be written from an end-of-series or in the universe's point of view. We currently have 0 active users who have uploaded 239 files and made 6476 edits in 136 pages.
About us | Editing Help | Ask a question Affiliate Wikis The Scott Westerfeld Wiki Uglies Wiki Add a Page To create a page, enter the name here and click Create: Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. The Leviathan series is these three novels: The Story: Prince Alexander, heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne, is on the
run. His own people have turned against him. His title is worthless. All he has is a battletorn war machine and a loyal crew of men. Deryn Sharp is a regular, disguised as a boy in the British Air Service. She's a brilliant pilot. But her secret is in constant danger of being discovered. With World War I, Alek and Deryn's paths brew in the most unexpected ways,
taking them on a fantastic adventure around the world that will change both their lives forever. You should completely watch the trailer for the series. There is also The Manual of Aeronautics, the series' all-colour art book! Full of nonstop action, this steampunk adventure is sure to become a classic. - School Library Journal When a book pursues you into your
dreams, you can't ignore it. - Sunday Telegraph Wouldn't it be cool if The First World War had been fought with genetically modified mutant animals, against steam-powered tour machines? And the answer is, Yes, it would. - The New York Times The line of inquiry for the sequel may begin to form now. - Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books Click here
to read the first chapter. Also available on e-book. And don't miss the Leviathan audiobook, read by Alan Cumming! Listen to chapter one of the sound! Afterword, read by Scott Westerfeld (Spoiler Alert!) And here's Alan reading the first chapter of the second book, Behemoth, also available NOW. The third book, Goliath, is also read by Alan Cumming, and is
out now. You can hear the first chapter here. Here are a couple of interviews I did with Alan while I was making the audiobooks. Free Leviathan Downloadable Avatar: Wallpapers: (1024 x 768) (1280 x 1024) The coolest thing about this series for me has worked with illustrator Keith Thompson. We decided to make the books look like they were published
back in 1914, when almost books (even adults) were illustrated. So Keith created kind of Victorian manga style, part steampunk and part old-fashioned biotechnology. We put around 50 works of art in each book, most of them the whole page! See four examples Keith's wonderful art for Leviathan: Yep, that's how good Keith's illustrations are. Again, this is
only four out of fifty – in other words, eight percent of the total art! You can buy interior art from Leviathan here, and color art from the series here, here and here. Novel by Scott Westerfeld Leviathan AuthorScott WesterfeldIllustratorKeith ThompsonCover artist Keith ThompsonSammy Yuen, Jr.CountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSeriesLeviathan
TrilogyGenreSteampunk, Biopunk, Alternative HistoryPublisherSimon PulsePublication dateOctober 6, 2009Media typePrint (hardback)Pages434 (U.S. Version)ISBN978-1-4169-7173-3OCLC290477162Followed by Behemoth Leviathan is a 2009 novel written by Scott Westerfeld and illustrated by Keith Thompson. First of a trilogy set in the alternate version
of World War I, it has Central Powers (known in the universe as Clankers) using mechanized war machines against entente powers (such as Darwinians) that dictate living creatures genetically. The main characters are Alexander, son of Archduke Franz Ferdinand; and Deryn, a Scottish girl with dreams of joining the British Air Service with her brother. The
sequels are Behemoth and Goliath. [1] The first two chapters of this book were published with Bogus to Bubbly: Insider's Guide to the World of Uglies. The book was named Best Young Adult Novel by Aurealis Award in 2009,[2] Locus in 2010, and Mir Fantastiki in 2011. Plot It is the cusp of the First World War, and all the European powers are gearing up.
The Austrian Hungarians and Germans have their Clankers, diesel-powered iron machines loaded with weapons and ammunition. The British Darwinians use fabricated animals as their weapons. Their Leviathan is a whale airship, and the most masterful animal in the British fleet. Alexander Ferdinand, Prince of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, is on the run. His
own people have turned against him. His title is worthless. All he has is a battle-ravaged Stormwalker and a loyal crew of men. Meanwhile, Deryn, an ordinary girl, lives with her brother Jaspert in London. Her father died in a balloon accident, and her mother and aunts want her to grow up as a proper lady. Deryn dreams of joining the British Air Service and
profiting from one of the great air animals. To do that, she has to pose as a boy (Dylan Sharp). To pass the starting exam, she goes high with a Huxley (a jellythetic creature that uses hydrogen to float) to prove its airworthiness. But a storm hits while she's up, severely throwing Deryn and Huxley about, and they narrowly survive–she's forced to cut Huxley
loose from her mooring to avoid crashing into a nearby building. As a result, Deryn and Huxley are blown out across the North Sea; She is thrilled when she and Huxley are rescued by Leviathan, the most famous of a massive ecosystem consisting of many different animals, but largely based on a whale. She is inducted into the crew of Leviathan, and
befriends Monkey Luddite Newkirk. Leviathan's task is to transport a top British boffin, or scientist, and a secret package to Constantinople. Deryn is surprised to learn that boffin is a woman, Dr. Nora Barlow, and is afraid Barlow will discover her secret. In the air over Europe, Leviathan comes under attack from German planes. The crew strikes back and
defeats the planes, but not before the large whale's hydrogen bladder is severely punctured. The airship crashes into Switzerland on the glacier itself where Alek's group is hiding. Alek and Volger witness the accident, but Volger insists that they do nothing to interfere, as they will risk giving away their position to the Germans or being captured by the British.
Alek is unable to stomach let the crew of Leviathan suffer out on the ice, and secretly leaves the fortress to bring medicine to the crew of the fallen ship. The first person he finds is an unconscious Deryn, who had fallen from the rig during the crash. Alek revives her and claims unconvincing to be a Swiss villager. Deryn is suspicious of him and raises the
alarm, resulting in Alek's capture. Alek continues to insist that he is merely a bystander trying to help, but the captain refuses to release him and instead leaves him under Deryn's charge. The secret cargo brought by Dr. Barlow is revealed to be eggs of some kind, although most were destroyed in the crash. Alek's family comes to the rescue, and the battle
almost erupts between the two sides, but Deryn's quick thinking in bringing Alek in front and holding him hostage brings everyone together to speak under a flag of truce. Alek realizes that their differences are outweighed by their similarities, offering a significant portion from food storage, allowing the ship to replenish the hydrogen supply and take off again.
But when they return to Leviathan, two German zeppelins appear and send out commandos to capture them. Unfortunately, one of the zeppelins escapes, and Stormwalker is severely damaged by an air bomb, making it impossible to get up and repair. Thanks to the diplomacy of Dr. Barlow and a bright idea from Alek, the two groups decide to combine their
technologies and leave together as a group. Alek also admits his true origins to Deryn/Dylan and Dr. Barlow when he realizes he let some too many things slip. The Austrians dismantle stormwalker and use their engines to replace those lost by Leviathan. The Austrian engines are proving to be much more powerful than their previous ones, quickly driving
them away from danger and Hercules, a deadly Clanker ship. In its wake, Dr Barlow reveals information about a fabricated ship in England that was sold to the Ottoman Empire but then taken back by Winston Churchill despite being paid in full, thereby creating tension between The novel concludes with Leviathan continuing his flight towards Constantinople
with Alek looking at the mysterious eggs that will hatch into some unknown fabricated species. Protagonists Deryn (Dylan) Sharp: Despite the fact that her father has been killed in a balloon accident, Deryn longs to be in the sky and free, even though her mother and aunts try to force her to be a proper lady. Deryn spends her last inheritance travelling to
London and staying with her brother, where she is studying to take midshipman exams to join the British Air Service as her brother. The hardest part is acting as a boy since women can't enter the service. It's her lucky day when her aviator test goes wrong and she's scooped up by Leviathan and completes her tests up there. She's enlisted as a midshipman.
She is able to best many other Middies on learning the ropes because she went up so often with her father and because she pays attention during class. She does her best to hide the fact that she is a girl from everyone on board, although the observant eye of Dr. Barlow has noticed the lack of beards on the chin. Luckily, Barlow has attributed deryn to lying
about her age rather than being a girl. As she gets to know Alek, she realizes that she owes him her life, and after he hugs her, that she may even have feelings for him, which she quickly tries to suppress. Prince Aleksandar (Alek): Alek is in serious danger after his parents are killed as he stands in line for the throne of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. He
spends the best part of this book on the run. He is intelligent, and able to run a Stormwalker. He is also fluent in several languages, including English, French, Latin, Greek and German. His hubris tend to get the better of him at times, putting them at risk many times in the book. Wildcount Volger: A rather stingy man, Volger has done an excellent job of
pretending to despise Alek and his supposed joint birth, but in fact he knows that his father has changed his previous morganatic marriage to Alek's mother (a marriage in which some children born cannot inherit) into a full marriage, making Alek the heir to his uncle's throne. Volger is a schemer, and is prepared for new events, such as the death of Alek's
father. He is quite skilled and trains Alek in fencing and politics, and never lets the young prince improve him. Dr. Nora Darwin Barlow: A female boffin is rare according to Deryn's reaction by meeting Dr. Barlow, proving how exceptional the doctor is in her field as well as her family: she is the grandson of Charles Darwin, where by whom the Darwinians are
named. She is also quite smart in general, finding out secrets with her observational skills and knowing several languages. She is the creator and caretaker of mysterious eggs that will hatch into a perspicacious loris of her production and a weapon to carry against clankers. The character's name comes from the real world person Nora Otto Klopp:
Aleksandar's 'champion' 'champion' mechaniks. He is sometimes referred to as Alek's supervisor. He is a regular who uses a more aristocratic accent when talking to Alek and his family and can pilot Stormwalker and other mechanical machines with ease. Hoffman: One of the helpers/storm walker gunners who helps Alek escape. He also helps put the
Clanker engines on leviathan. He was also a great engineer in the Habsburg Guard before the war. Hans Bauer: One of the helpers/storm walkers who helps Alek escape. He also helps put the Clanker engines on leviathan. Factions Clanker: Countries that use steam-powered iron machines are called Clanker nations. The machines themselves and their
users are also referred to as Clankers. The main Clanker nations are Germany and Austria-Hungary, usually the central powers with the name possibly a forgery of it. Although officially neutral, the Ottoman Empire is considered a Clanker nation that they believe Darwinian creations are against God. Characters who are part of this faction include Alek, Otto
Klopp and Wildcount Volger. Darwinist: The Darwinian countries today consist of Britain, France, Russia, Belgium, Algeria (a colony of France), Serbia and Japan (Note: Japan has Clanker technology). These factions use fabricated animals as their weapons. One example is the Leviathan, a whaling airship of the British fleet. Characters who are part of this
faction include Deryn Sharp and Dr. Nora Barlow. Named after Charles Darwin, who helped develop the theory of evolution and, in the universe of the book series, discovered DNA, called Life Threads in their world. Neutral: The Ottoman Empire, despite being a community with a Clanker-oriented economy, has not yet entered the war. Switzerland can be
considered politically neutral as it is mentioned in the book several times that it is the last place for refugees, and that only by being there, the British violate the terms of their neutrality. Their finances seem to be Clanker-based. The United States is mentioned as neutral in the Behemoth, with a mixture of Clanker and Darwinian technology. The country is
divided between the two: Clankers in the north (based on its industry) and Darwinian in the South (based on its agriculture). The country joins the war at the end of Goliath on the Darwinian side, three years earlier than in real-time history. Portugal, Spain and Italy appear to be Darwinian nations that have not yet joined the war. Warfare technology used
Clanker machines Clankers made machines large mostly large to have great effect Cyclops Storm-walker: a two-legged machine designed for combat. Alek and his men use one to flee to Switzerland. Zeppelin: a dirigible designed for air traffic, transport and combat. The Germans are using more to try to destroy Leviathan. Dreadnought: a huge landship with
side-mounted cannons. Essentially designed for combat, with a lower deck for its scouts, it can be used for travel thanks to its six legs. Aircraft: a designed for air combat, used to try to take down Leviathan. Darwinian creations Darwinists created animal weapons to do greater harm, have better agility. Leviathan: the name of a large, fabricated air tail that
Deryn and Alek travel on. It is a living ecosystem, using whales for flying, bacteria to make hydrogen, bees to make honey, and strafing hawks and fléchette for battle (see below). Minotaur: the name of an airship similar to Leviathan where Deryn's brother Jaspert serves. Huxleys: giant jelly-like creatures fabricated from life strands of medusa jellythes. These
creatures breathe hydrogen and are similar to hot air balloons. Usually these are used to scout overhead. They are named after Thomas Henry Huxley, a renowned biologist known as Darwin's Bulldog for his spokesman for Charles Darwin's theory of evolution. Message lizards: fabricated lizards used aboard Leviathan and other Darwinian creations and
buildings. They just repeat what they hear. Strafing hawks: Leviathan's main defense. When armed with acidic spider webs on the wings, they are able to cut through metal. Fléchette bats: fabricated with moths and mosquito strands. These are able to penetrate and release metal spikes in the usual way. Hydrogen sniffers: dog-like creatures bred to sniff for
hydrogen leaks on an airship. Kraken: a sea creature designed for ocean battles. Behemoth: a sea creature like a Kraken that is bigger and stronger. Elephantine: a large elephant as a creature. Development Leviathan and its subsequent sequels stand out especially to other young adult novels published in recent years for with illustrations in between their
pages. The idea of incorporating illustrations into them began back in 2007 when author Westerfeld had discovered illustrations for the Japanese translation of his previous work Uglies, which he had shared them on his blog. [4] He was greeted with feedback from English-speaking fans who complained about how their novels were lacking in such features;
until a reader pointed out how they are a norm in Japanese novels, especially light novels. Further research by Westerfeld also found it to be a common in ancient Western novels before the invention of the camera. The inspiration also came from fairy tale novels that were around during The First World War, which became a basis for research for the series'
surroundings. [5] The reception Leviathan received a star review from Kirkus Reviews, and was compared to works by Hayao Miyazaki, Kenneth Oppel and Naomi Novik, but promised that the novel could stand - or fly – alone. It also received a star review from the School Library Journal, which said it was Full of Nonstop Action and that the Steampunk
adventure is sure to be a classic. [7] The ALSC chose it as a remarkable children's book from 2010[8] and YALSA listed it on their best books for young adults in 2010. 2009 Aurealis Award for Best Young Adult Novel. [10] Historical Freedoms The novel is an alternative history of events around The First World War. The author concludes the book with an
explanation of which events were real and were fictional. In reality, the archduke and the princess were shot while riding in a trainer during the day. In the novel, they survive this attempt, only to be poisoned that night. It was once speculated that the Austrian and/or German government provided the death of the Archduke either as an excuse for war, or for
their distaste for his policies. This theory was discredited much later in the 2000s. Archduke Franz Ferdinand actually had three children, not one, and none of them were named Aleksandar. But like Alek, these children did not inherit their father's land or title because of their mother's legacy. The Archduke really asked the pope to have the terms of his
morganatic marriage adjusted, but in reality he was unsuccessful. In the novel, Charles Darwin made not only discoveries in evolution and biology, but also DNA and genetics and how to manipulate them, which allowed the creation of the fabricated creatures used by the British. Exactly how fabricated creatures are made is never explained. In reality, the
structure of DNA was not discovered until the 1950s. Dr. Nora Barlow was a real person, the grandson of Charles Darwin. But she was a geneticist, not a diplomat. Dr. Barlow's pet, Tazza, a thylacine, is a real animal and would have been alive at the time of the story, but the real Nora Barlow never owned one as a pet. The first armored combat vehicle did
not enter into battle until 1916, and used treads as farm tractors instead of legs, a concept that Alek dismisses as absurd (probably as a joke). [11] References ^ ISBN 9781416971771 Goliath by Scott Westerfeld ^ Finalists and Winners. Aurealis awards. January 24, 2010 ( January 24, 2010) Archived from the original on 10 January 2010. Retrieved 10
August 2011. ^ Westerfeld, Scott (March 1, 2007). Best week ever. scottwesterfeld.com. Retrieved 2010-04-04. ^ Scott Westerfeld: Leviathan (in Norwegian). Big ideas (Interview). Interviewed by Sean Williams. In 1999, 100 000 22 April 2013 (22 April 2013) Visited 4. ^ Clarke, Abbey (August 22, 2014). Scott Westerfeld talks about the illustrations in
Leviathan. The MindHut. Barnes &amp; Noble. Retrieved 4 September 2010. ^ Leviathan (in Norwegian). Kirkus Reviews. October 6, 2009 ( October 6, 2009) Archived from the original on October 10, 2009. Retrieved 10 August 2011. Laviathan at Olympics at 19:48 Archived from the original on 18 February 2010. Retrieved 10 August 2011. ^ Alsc
announces 2010 Remarkable children's books. Alsc. March 8, 2010 ( March 8, 2010) Archived from the original on March 10, 2010. Retrieved August 10, 2011. ^ 2010 Best Books for Young Adults. YALSA. 2010. Archived from the original on 10 September 2010. Retrieved 10 August 2011. ^ Finalists and Winners. Aurealis awards. January 24 - Archived
from the original on 10 February 2010. Retrieved 10 August 2011. ^ Scott Westerfeld (2010). Leviathan. Simon and Schuster. In 1999 there were 100,000 people booked on In 1978 he became 1000 000 000 000 000. External links Leviathan title listing on the Internet Speculative Fiction Database Retrieved from
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